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Editorial

Comorbidity or consanguinity
PETERTYRER

It is a matterfor concernwhen a subjectbecomes certainly can not be confirmed in simple cross
discussedwidely in clinical researchbut does not sectional studies. Thus, for example, Professor
have anything like the same impact on clinical
Maj'sfindingthat depressionis a commonfeature

practice. This could be because good research with
clinical implications will always antedate clinical
practice but it could also indicate that the researchers
are Iosingcontactwith theirclinical base. The subject

inthosewhohaveHIVinfection
isunderstandable
in view of the prognosisof H1V disease, and the

evidence that the depression is more severe if the
onset of major symptoms is sudden, also reinforces

of comorbidityis a good example. Comorbidity the notion that the depressionis a direct conse

appears repeatedlyin the titlesofarticles published in
psychiatric journals particularly in the North
American sub-continent, and is becoming increas
ingly familiar to epidemiologists and social scientists
as well as psychiatrists However, if the subject is
brought into clinical discussions in most parts of the
world there is likely to be a slightly embarrassed

quence of the conscious awareness of the diagnosis

ignorance of the word in any of its five meanings that
Hermann van Praag discusses, indifference to its
clinical implications or consciously regarded as
irrelevant to decision making in practice.

(Fernandez, 1989).

andits implications(i.e.a consanguinousdiagnosis)
(Fell

et

al,

1993).

At

the

also have abundant evidence that HIV infection
affects the brain and can lead to a range of
psychological disturbances covered by the descrip
tion â€˜¿ HIV
encephalopathy' and so it is possible that

same

time,

silencebeforemoving on as if the word had never at least some cases of depressionare secondaryto
existed. This can be for many reasons, including viral involvement of the central nervous system

In otherinstancesit is mucheasierto arguethat

conditions

are

truly

co-morbid.

The

various

disorders of the thyroid and adrenal axis described

As one looks into the pages of the supplement by Mussehnanand Nemeroffare often associated

with this issue one wonders how comorbidity can be with psychiatric disturbance and although this is
irrelevant because it is clearly a very significant again predictable in view of the importance of the
clinical predictor. However, one also needs to be pituitary in much of mental functioning, there is a
clear exactly what the word means. It has been good case for making out that the mental and
defined most convincingly by Feinstein as â€œ¿ any
physical conditions are relatively independent as
distinct additional clinical entity that has existed or one is not a directconsequenceof the other. The
association between pain and affective disturbance,
that may occur during the clinical course of a patient
who has the indexdiseaseunderstudyâ€•
(Feinstein, particularly depression, is also possible to fit into a
1970). The use of the term in current psychiatric

practice is not quite as Feinstein envisaged. Nowa
days, particularly in those countries in which DSM
IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) rules

theclassificationof mentaldisorders,comorbidityis

co-morbid model. Although it is natural to become

depressed after repeated pain from whatever cause

the relationshipbetweenthemis not a simplecause
and effect one as Van Korff and Simon describe in

this supplement. Pain is not only associated with
depression but also frequently with anxiety and the

regarded as the simultaneous presence of two or
more DSMâ€”IVdiagnoses. This often includes two

extent

classification as well as those from different axes

the pain. Similarly the relationship

or more diagnosesfrom both the same axis of the

to

which

the

affective
interrelate

often has considerable bearing on the expression of
between depres

(e.g. mentalstateandpersonalitydisorder,physical sion and varioustypesof canceris also difficultto
disorder

and

mental

interpret but now there is abundant evidence that
disorder).

state

The major problem is that what is true co

morbidity
morbidity

affective symptoms can occur before conscious
knowledge of the diagnosis of cancer it is reason

(separate diseases) and what is false co
(consanguinity,
or such an intimate

relationship between the disorders that they are

one and the same) is difficult to determineand

able to argue, as Spiegel has done in his

contribution to this supplement, that depressive
disorders are specifically associated with some
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symptoms

h
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forms of cancer and are not adjustment reactions to

its diagnosis.
It is when one gets into the area of pure
psychiatric disorders that co-morbidity increasingly

by Kesslerandhiscolleagueswithmajordepressive
disorder also have a diagnosed life-time anxiety
disorder it is reasonable to ask whether the two
might be part of the same condition.

Brown and his

looks like consanguinity. One of the reasons that

colleagues suggest that the co-morbidity might be

accurately allow for, the phenomenon in their
clinical diagnoses. The good clinician in psychiatry
is able to get to the heart of a problem when many

from slightly from slightly different angles, con
clude that genetic factors may also account for this
high level of co-morbidity. Andrews suggests that

clinicians do not immediately get attracted to the
idea of co-morbidity is that they ignore, or more

explainedby commonriskfactorsin childhoodand
Kendler and Andrews, approachingthe subject

different
strandsare presentedon the surface. personality vulnerability may

account for the

Whenthese are directlyrelatedto the main one or

tendency to get both anxiety and depressive

perhaps is hinted at by Norman Sartonus' finding

evidence from his extensive cohort studies that

disordersand provides genetic evidence for this
on the sideshowsand they tend to be ignored.This hypothesis. Jules Angst also provides convincing

consequences of it there is little point concentrating

that research workers using the new lCDâ€”b anxiety is closely linked with depression and in the

brief form of the disorder are even more commonly
classification (World Health Organization,
1992)
identifymany more diagnoses than cliniciansassociated.Evidenceis now accumulatingthat in
examining the same clinical material. Although one
interpretation
ofthisisthatlCDâ€”bdiagnoses
may

be set at too low a threshold (and there is evidence
from some other sources that this might be true), it is
still equally possible that the diagnoses identified in

theformalICD-1Oassessmentwouldbedismissedas

clinically
unimportantby thepractising
clinician.
Dr
Sartorius'
finding
thatthelCD prevalence
figures
are
twiceashighasthediagnoses
givenby clinicians
isa

matter of some concern.
One possible explanation for the great interest in

comorbidity is given by David Goldberg in

discussing dimensional models of mental illness.

Clearly if such illness is best perceived as a
dimensional continuum, apparent co-morbidity of
categorical
diagnoses
may be extremely high

although its clinical significance less so. Those
who believe that categorical diagnoses are useful,
and it is probably fair to say that such people are in
the ascendant at present in view of the recent
expansion of categories in both the lCD and DSM

systems, can easily find many more diagnoses by
rummaging about the lower echelons in the
dimensional system. However, we need to remind
ourselves that all the diagnoses currently used are
merely working hypotheses and should not be

minor forms of depression and anxiety the two
conditions are almost inseparable (Tyrer, 1992)
whereas in the more severe ones either the anxiety
(usually in the form of panic) or the depression
seems to take precedence and it may be possible to

regardone sometimesas the majordisorder(Breier

et a!, 1984). The importance of personality status as

an intervening variable in provoking vulnerability
to both moods is also now becoming appreciated.
Despite our best attempts we have been unable to
find a natural point at which mild mixed anxiety
depression becomes severe depression (with either
psychotic symptoms or a time course including
mania) and until we resolve this issue our
classification of a major group of disorders will
tend to look somewhat confused to an outside
observer.

Van Praagbringscliniciansand researchersinto

line in his conclusion that the notion of co
morbidity â€˜¿ conceals
more than it clarifies'. It is a
concept that brings together the exciting and
interesting contributions in this supplement but it
does little more than describe associations; it does
not tell us much about their generation and
implications. Van Praag gives five interesting and
challenging interpretations

of co-morbidity

and it is

regardedas sacrosanct.Unfortunately,as Goldberg interesting that he regards his last interpretation, a
rightly says, there is a tendency for those who use

categorical diagnoses frequently to come to believe
in them and then act as champions for them against

contrary evidence.
The most prominent area of co-morbidity in
mental disorders is between depression and anxiety.

This is a very important issue to resolve, not least
because depression and anxiety are now in different
major

sections

of both

ICDâ€”l0 and

DSMâ€”IV.

When 58% of those in surveys such as that reported
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return to the notion of diagnosis as a reaction form
in the Meyerian tradition, as the most attractive of
these. If Van Praag is right this would mean that
much of our current classification is flawed.
Certainly there are many who would like to
abandon the totally atheoretical classification that
is typical of both lCDâ€”b and DSMâ€”IV.Empiri

cism has been a good bricklayer in psychiatric
classifications but without direction it is in danger
of only making walls.
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